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Abstract: Dynamic branch prediction is still one of the most important processor performance
enabler. Branch prediction was introduced by J. Smith around 1980, then using branch history was
proposed in 1991. Then, for about ten years, branch prediction was a hot research topic. Since 2000,
interest of the computer architecture research community for branch prediction has faded. However,
at the same time, there has been more progress on branch prediction accuracy between 2002
(presentation of the EV8 branch predictor) and 2006 (2nd Championship Branch Prediction) than
during the 10 previous years.
In this talk, I will introduce the geometric history length predictors, O-GEHL and TAGE. I
respectively presented O-GEHL at the 1st Championship on Branch Prediction (CBP-1) in
december 2004 and TAGE at the 2nd Championship on Branch Prediction (CBP-2) in december
2006. Both O-GEHL and TAGE combine several prediction tables. They use a geometric series of
history lengths for indexing these prediction tables. O-GEHL computes its final prediction through
an adder tree, while TAGE relies on partial-tag match. TAGE constitutes currently the state-of-theart in branch prediction as confirmed by the 3rd Championship on Branch Prediction (june 2011).
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